Get crafty!

Here are some seriously silly craft ideas on a toilet theme, which can be used as challenges for individual players, pairs or groups.

**Lavatorial elegance**

Present each team or player with one or more toilet rolls and some sticky tape and challenge them to produce the most imaginative/elegant/outrageous outfit in a set time. As they’ll need someone other than themselves to model their costume, this challenge is probably best for pairs or groups.

**On a roll**

Provide each team or player with a number of toilet roll centres, scissors and sticky tape etc. Set them a creative building challenge: the tallest sculpture, the strongest bridge, the best representation of a toilet, the most life-like sculpture of your boss/group leader or a celebrity etc.

**Loo-vely designs**

Have a toilet paper origami competition. For inspiration, there are worrying amounts of ideas online…

**Spare any loo-se change?**

Make collecting pots out of loo rolls so people can collect donations at home.